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Reinforced

• Chest compressions are the key component 
of effective CPR.

• Characteristics of chest compressions 
include their rate, depth, and degree of recoil.

• The quality of CPR can also be characterized 
by the frequency and duration of 
interruptions (chest compression fraction), 
and avoid excessive ventilation.



High quality CPR

• Ensuring chest compressions of adequate rate 
• Ensuring chest compressions of adequate 

depth
• Allowing full chest recoil between 

compressions
• Minimizing interruptions in chest 

compressions
• Avoiding excessive ventilation





Reinforced 

• These CPR elements affect intra-thoracic 
pressure, coronary perfusion pressure, 
cardiac output, and in turn, clinical 
outcome.

• More data are available showing that 
high-quality CPR improves survival from 
cardiac arrest.



CPR Quality Overview

• Other important aspects of CPR quality:
�Resuscitation team dynamics
�System performance
�Quality monitoring 



Reinforced 
CPR cycle remains C-A-B

• Emphasis placed on trained rescuers 
performing ventilations and non-trained 
perform chest compression only. 



Reinforced 
Hand Position During Compressions

• Consistent with the 2010 Guidelines, it is 
reasonable to position hands for chest 
compressions on the lower half of the 
sternum in adults with cardiac arrest 

(Class IIa, LOE C-LD).



Reinforced 
Hand Position During Compressions

• Different rescuer hand positions alter the 
mechanics of chest compressions and may, 
in turn, influence their quality and 
effectiveness.

• A few human studies have not provided 
conclusive or consistent results about the 
effects of hand placement on resuscitation 
outcome.



It’s  importance about rate and depth during CPR!



Updated 
Chest Compression Rate

• In adult victims of cardiac arrest, it is 
reasonable for rescuers to perform chest 
compressions at a rate of 100/min to 
120/min (Class IIa, LOE C-LD)

• In the 2010 Guidelines, the recommended  
rate was at least 100/min.



Updated 
Chest Compression Rate

• Chest compression rate is defined as the 
actual rate used during each continuous 
period of chest compressions.

• The rate differs from the number of chest 
compressions delivered per unit of time, 
which takes into account any interruptions 
in chest compressions. 



Chest Compression Rate
2015 summary of evidence

• Human studies that evaluate the relationship 
between compression rate and outcomes 
including survival to hospital discharge, 
ROSC, and various physiologic measures, 
such as BP and ET-CO2.

• An optimal zone for the compression rate –
between 100 - 120/min – that on average is 
associated with improved survival. 

Circulation.2012;125:3004-3012
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Chest Compression Rate
2015 summary of evidence

• An interdependent relationship between 
compression rate and depth.

• As rate increases to greater than 120/min, depth 
decreases in a dose-dependent manner.

• The proportion of compressions less than 3.8 cm 
(1.5 inches) was about 35% for a rate of 100 to 
119/min, but increased to 50% for a rate of 120 to 
139/min, and 70% for a rate of greater than 140/min. 

Crit Care Med.2015;43:840-848





Updated 
Chest compression depth

• The compression depth can affect the 
relative increase in intrathoracic pressure 
and , in turn, influence forward blood flow 
from the heart and great vessels to the 
systemic circulation.



Updated 
Chest compression depth

• During manual CPR, rescuers should 
perform chest compressions to a depth of at 
least 2 inches or 5 cm for an average adult, 
while avoiding excessive chest compression 
depths (greater than 2.4 inches or 6 cm). 
(Class I, LOE C-LD)

• In the 2010 Guidelines, the recommended 
depth was at least 2 inches (5 cm).



Chest Compression Depth
2015 summary of evidence

• Human studies that evaluate the relationship 
between compression depth and outcomes 
including survival with favorable neurologic 
outcome, survival to hospital discharge, and 
ROSC.

• Classify depth differently, using distinct 
categories of depth or using an average depth 
for a portion of the resuscitation.



Chest Compression Depth
2015 summary of evidence

• There is consistent evidence that achieving 
depth of approximately 5 cm is associated with 
greater favorable outcome compared with 
shallower compressions.

• In the largest study to date ( n= 9136), the 
optimal depth regard to survival occurred 
within the range of 4.1 to 5.5 cm ( 1.61 to 2.2 
inches).                                 Circulation. 2014;130:1962-1970



Chest Compression Depth
2015 summary of evidence

• Less evidence is available about whether there 
is an upper threshold beyond which 
compressions may be too deep.

• Injuries are more common when depth is 
greater than 6 cm (2.4 inches) than when it is 
between 5 to 6 cm.                  Resuscitation.2013;84:257-262.

• Chest compressions performed by professional 
rescuers are more likely to be too shallow (< 4 
cm) and less likely to exceed 5.5 cm.

Circulation. 2014;130:1962-1970



Updated 
Infant /Child Compression rate

• For simplicity in CPR training, in the absence 
of sufficient pediatric evidence, it is reasonable 
to use the adult BLS-recommended chest 
compression rate of 100/min to 120/min for 
infants and children. 



Reinforced 
Infant / Child compression depth

• It is reasonable that for pediatric patients (birth to the 
onset of puberty) rescuers provide chest compressions 
that depress the chest at least one third the anterior-
posterior diameter of the chest. 

• This equates to approximately 1.5 inches (4 cm) 
infants to 2 inches (5 cm) in children (Class IIa, LOE 
C-LD). 

• Once children have reached puberty, the 
recommended adult compression depth of at least 5 
cm, but no more than 6 cm, is used for the adolescent 
of average adult size. 





Reinforced 
Chest Wall Recoil

• It is reasonable to avoid leaning on the chest 
between compressions to allow full chest wall 
recoil for adults in cardiac arrest. (Class IIa, 
LOE C-LD)

• Full chest wall recoil occurs when the sternum 
returns to its natural or neutral position during 
the decompression phase of CPR.



Reinforced 
Chest Wall Recoil

• Chest wall recoil creates a relative negative intra-
thoracic pressure that promotes venous return and 
cardiopulmonary blood flow.

• Leaning on the chest wall between compressions 
precludes full chest wall recoil.

• Incomplete recoil could increase intra-thoracic 
pressure and reduce venous return, coronary 
perfusion pressure, and myocardial blood flow 
and potentially influence outcome.  

Crit Care Med.2010;38:1141-1146



Chest Wall Recoil
2015 summary of evidence

• Observational studies indicate that leaning is 
common during CPR.   

• There are no human studies reporting the 
relationship between chest wall recoil and clinical 
outcome.

• 2 animal studies and a pediatric study of pts not in 
cardiac arrest. In all 3 studies, an increased force of 
leaning was associated with a dose-dependent 
decrease in CPP, but the relationship between 
leaning and cardiac output was inconsistent.  

Resuscitation.2011;82:1019-1024.

Crit Care Med.2010;38:1141-1146



Minimizing Interruptions in Chest 
Compressions

• Interruptions in chest compressions can be 
intended as part of

�required care ( ie, rhythm analysis and 
ventilation)  

�unintended ( ie, rescuer distraction).



Circulation 2013;128:417-435



Reinforced 
Minimizing Interruptions in Chest 

Compression during AED use

• In adult cardiac arrest, total preshock and 
postshock pauses in chest compressions should 
be as short as possible.(Class IIa, LOE C-LD).

• It may be reasonable to immediately resume 
chest compressions after shock delivery for 
adults in cardiac arrest in any setting. 



Reinforced 
Minimizing Interruptions in Chest 

Compression during breaths.

• For adults in cardiac arrest receiving CPR 
without an advanced airway, it is reasonable to 
pause compressions for less than 10 seconds to 
deliver 2 breaths. (Class IIa, LOE C-LD)



Reinforced 
Minimizing Interruptions in Chest 

Compressions

• In adult cardiac arrest with an unprotected 
airway, it may be reasonable to perform CPR 
with the goal of a CCF (chest compression 
fraction) as high as possible, with a target of at 
least 60%. (Class IIb, LOE C-LD)



Circulation 2009;120:1241-1247



Minimizing Interruptions in Chest 
Compressions

• Compression fraction is a measurement of the 
proportion of time that compressions are 
performed during a cardiac arrest.

• An increase in fraction can be achieved by 
minimizing pauses in compressions.

• The AHA expert consensus is that a 
compression fraction of 80% is achievable in a 
variety of settings.   Circulation 2013;128:417-435



Minimizing Interruptions in Chest Compressions

2015 summary of evidence

• Observational studies demonstrate an association 
between a shorter duration of interruption for the 
peri-shock period and a greater shock success, 
ROSC, and survival to hospital discharge.

• An association between higher chest compression 
fraction and likelihood of survival among pts with 
shockable rhythms, and ROSC among patients 
with non-shockable rhythms. 

Circulation.2009;120:1241-1247                  Resuscitation.2011;82:1501-1507







CPR Quality, Accountability, and 
Healthcare Systems

• Few healthcare organizations consistently 
apply strategies of systematically monitoring 
CPR quality.                                     JEMS.2011;36:50-63

• There is an unacceptable disparity in the 
quality of resuscitation care and outcome.

Crit Care Med. 2012;40:1192-1198



CPR Quality, Accountability, and 
Healthcare Systems

• The use of a relatively simple, iterative continuous 
quality improvement approach to CPR can 
dramatically improve CPR quality and  optimize 
outcome.  

• Similar to successful approaches toward mitigating 
medical errors, programs aimed at system-wide 
CPR data collection, implementation of best 
practices, and continuous feedback on performance 
have been shown to be effective. 

Circulation 2013;218:417-435.

Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes.2012;5:423-428.



Chest Compression Feedback

• Metronome

• Resusci. Anne Skill-Guide manikins

• Nursing Anne (SimPad Capable)

• MegaCode Kelly Advanced (SimPad Capable)

• High-fidelity patient simulator

• Audiovisual feedback devices



Chest Compression Feedback
Metronome 



Chest Compression Feedback
Resusci. Anne Skill-Guide manikins 



Chest Compression Feedback
SimPad

The SimPad™ System includes:
SimPad: Operator’s remote control
Simulation Software: Manual/Automatic Mode as well as 
the log viewer application and SimStore access
Link Box: Connects to and controls the patient simulator
Lithium–ion battery: Battery power for Link Box
AC Adapter: Power and charger for SimPad and Link Box
Manikin Strap: Attaches Link Box and battery to patient 
simulator
USB Cable: Attaches SimPad to PC for updates and 
downloads
Ethernet Cable
SimPad Wrist Strap
SimPad Sleeve: Protective case for SimPad
Headset/Microphone for two-way communication



Chest Compression Feedback
High-fidelity patient simulator



Updated 
Chest Compression Feedback

• It may be reasonable to use audiovisual 
feedback devicesduring CPR for real-
time optimization of CPR performance (Class 
IIb, LOE B-R). 



TrueCPR™

COACHING DEVICE

Audiovisual feedback device









3 Levels of CPR Feedback
(Coaching Device)

• Real-Time � During resuscitation

• Post-Event � Summary on data

• Post-Event � Analysis and Review



Updated 
Chest Compression Feedback

• Real-time monitoring, recording, and feedback 
about CPR quality, including both physiologic 
patient parameters and rescuer performance 
metrics.

• This data can be used in:

�Real time during resuscitation

�For debriefing after resuscitation

�For system-wide quality improvement program 







Updated 
Chest Compression Feedback

• Feedback devices may be effective in modifying 
chest compression rates, decreases the leaning force 
during compressions.

• Feedback devices has not been shown to 
significantly improve performance of compression 
depth, fraction and ventilation rate.

• Studies to date have not demonstrated a significant 
improvement in favorable neurologic outcome or 
survival to hospital discharge related to the use of 
feedback devices during actual cardiac arrest events.

Ann Emerg Med.2013;62:47-56
Resuscitation. 2009;80:553-557



• Life saving quality CPR is dependent on several 
coordinated factors as in the Quality Circle:

� Therapy - audiovisual feedback during resuscitation with 
the HeartStart MRx with Q-CPR technology.

� Training - initial and maintenance training with the  
Resusci. Anne Q-CPR/D training system.

- self-directed training and certification with Anne 
Skills Station.

� Evaluation - post event debriefing of the training and 
therapy with Event Review Pro and Q-CPR Review.



Circulation 2013;128:417-435
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Future Directions Need to Improve CPR Quality: Research
• To determine the optimal targets for CPR characteristics (CCF, compression rate and depth, lean, and 

ventilation), as well as their relative importance to patient outcome
• To determine the effect of a victim’s age and cause of arrest on optimal CPR characteristics (especially 

initiation and method of ventilation)
• To further characterize the relationships between individual CPR characteristics
• To further characterize which CPR characteristics and relationships between them are time dependent
• To determine the impact of the variability during the arrest of CPR characteristics (especially CCF and 

depth) on patient outcome
• To clarify whether ventilation characteristics (time-, pressure-, volume-based parameters) during CPR 

impact patient outcome
• To determine optimal titration of hemodynamic and ETCO2 monitoring during human CPR
• To determine whether ETCO2 monitoring of a noninvasive airway is a reliable and useful monitor of 

CPR quality
• To determine optimal relationship between preshock CPR characteristics (ie, depth, pause) and 

ROSC/survival
• To determine the optimal number of rescuers and the effect of rescuer characteristics on CPR quality and 

patient outcome
• To further characterize the impact of provider fatigue and recovery on patient outcome
• To determine the impact of work environment, training environment, and provider characteristics on 

CPR performance and patient survival
• To clarify methods of integration of CPR training into advanced courses and continuing maintenance of 

competency
• To determine the method of education, as well as its timing and location, at a system level to ensure 

optimal CPR performance and patient outcome
• To develop a global CPR metric that can be used to measure and optimize educational and systems 

improvement processes



Future Directions Need to Improve CPR Quality:
Development

• To standardize the reporting of CPR quality and the integration of these data with 
existing systems improvement processes and registries

• To develop a device with the ability to measure and monitor CPR quality during 
training and delivered in real events and integrate it with existing quality 
improvement and registries

• To develop optimal CPR systems improvement processes that provide reliable, 
automated reporting of CPR quality parameters with the capacity for continuous 
CPR quality monitoring in all healthcare systems

• To develop feedback technology that prioritizes feedback in an optimal manner 
(eg, correct weighting and prioritization of the CPR characteristics themselves)

• To develop a more reliable, inexpensive, noninvasive physiological monitor that 
will increase our ability to optimize CPR for individual victims of cardiac arrest

• To develop training equipment that provides rescuers with robust skills to readily 
and reliably provide quality CPR

• To develop improved mechanical systems of monitoring CPR, including 
consistent and reliable capture of ventilation rate, tidal volume, inspiratory 
pressure, and duration, as well as complete chest recoil
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